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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

The Department of Telecommunications (DoT) through its letter No.
1000\01\2020-WR dated 15th January 2020 (Annexure 1), inter alia,
informed that the existing guidelines for Sharing of Access Spectrum by
Access Service Providers issued by DoT on 24th September 2015 provides
that the Spectrum Usage Charge (SUC) rate of each of the licensees post
sharing increases by 0.5% of Adjusted Gross Revenue (AGR). DoT also
informed that it has received representations requesting that the
incremental SUC rate of 0.5% post sharing should be applied only to the
particular spectrum band which has been allowed to be shared between
two licensees, and not on the entire spectrum held by the licensees, since
sharing is permitted in a particular band. In this background, DoT has
requested TRAI to furnish its recommendations on (i) whether the
incremental 0.5% in SUC rate in cases of sharing of spectrum should be
applied only on the specific band in which sharing is taking place; or to
the overall Weighted Average Rate of SUC, which has been derived from
all bands and (ii) any other recommendations deemed fit for the purpose,
under section 11(1) of the TRAI Act, 1997, as amended by TRAI
Amendment Act, 2000.

1.2

The Authority vide its letter dated 5th March 2020 sought additional
information from DoT. Subsequently, DoT vide its email dated 18th March
2020 (Annexure-2) provided additional information.

1.3

In view of the above, this consultation paper provides the background
information and seeks inputs of the stakeholders on the issues raised in
the paper. Chapter 2 examines the relevant provision(s) of the existing
guidelines on Sharing of Access spectrum by Access Service Providers
and the representation forwarded by DoT. Chapter 3 lists the issues for
consultation.
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CHAPTER 2
EXAMINATION OF THE RELEVANT PROVISIONS OF
SPECTRUM-SHARING GUIDELINES
A. Background
2.1

The basic objective of spectrum sharing is to enhance spectral efficiency
by combining/pooling the spectrum holding of two licensees. If two
licensees pool their spectrum holding, spectral efficiency increases nonlinearly, i.e. data rate achievable with 10 MHz of spectrum block is
much higher than two separate blocks of 5 MHz each. Spectrum is a
scarce natural resource and with growing digitalization and uptake of
Internet of Things (IoT), demand for spectrum has been increasing and
will continue to rise. To cater to the ever increasing data demand, it is
utmost important that the spectrum is used efficiently. Sharing of
spectrum can also provide additional network capacities in places where
there is network congestion due to spectrum crunch. Spectrum sharing
works on the technology of carrier aggregation. Carrier aggregation
could be of the following types:
a) Intra-band contiguous blocks
b) Intra-band non-contiguous blocks
c) Inter-band

B. Evolution of spectrum-sharing guidelines in India
2.2

TRAI (also referred as “the Authority”) in its recommendations on
‘Spectrum Management and Licensing Framework’ dated 11th May
2010, had, inter alia, recommended guidelines for spectrum sharing. In
reference to the Department of Telecommunications’ (DoT) backreference dated 10th October 2011, on these recommendations, the
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Authority re-examined its earlier recommendations and modified them
on spectrum sharing in November 2011.
2.3

Based on the recommendations of the Authority, the DoT, through a
Press Statement dated 15th February 2012, had issued the broad
guidelines for sharing of 2G spectrum (800/900/1800 MHz bands). For
spectrum obtained through auction, the guidelines provided that
spectrum sharing would be permitted only if the auction conditions
permits the same.

2.4

In the Notice Inviting Applications (NIA) for the auction of spectrum in
February 2014, it was stated that “Operators whose entire spectrum
holding in a particular band (900MHz/ 1800MHz and 800MHz) is/has
been liberalized would be permitted to share spectrum without any
additional one-time spectrum charge. Detailed guidelines regarding
sharing of spectrum would be issued in due course.” NIA for the auction
of spectrum held in November 2012 and March 2013 contained similar
clauses.

2.5

In 2014, while the Authority was finalizing its guidelines on spectrum
trading, CEOs of some of the Telecom Service Providers (TSPs)
requested that, in order to ensure efficient use of spectrum, the
Authority may also consider giving its recommendations on guidelines
for spectrum sharing. Subsequently, the Authority constituted a
Steering Committee of senior officers of TRAI and representatives from
various TSPs for framing the working guidelines for spectrum sharing in
the country. Based on the draft guidelines on spectrum sharing
submitted by the Steering Committee, inputs given by the CEOs/CMDs
of the TSPs, and its own analysis, TRAI finalized its recommendations
on ‘Guidelines on Spectrum Sharing’ and submitted the same to DoT on
21st July 2014. Through its letter dated 27th April 2015, DoT referred
back many of the recommendations to TRAI for reconsideration. After
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going through the DoT’s views on various recommendations, TRAI
finalized its response and sent to DoT on 21st May 2015.
2.6

Subsequently, based on the TRAI recommendations, DoT issued the
Guidelines for Sharing of Access Spectrum by Access Service Providers
on 24th September 2015. These are the prevailing spectrum-sharing
guidelines, which are applicable on the existing spectrum-sharing
arrangements.

C. TRAI’s

recommendations

on

incremental

SUC

post

sharing

of

spectrum
2.7

TRAI in its recommendations dated 21st July 2014 had, inter alia,
mentioned that all the access spectrum will be sharable provided that
both the licensees are having spectrum in the same band. It was also
mentioned that SUC rate of each of the licensee post sharing shall
increase by 0.5% of AGR. It can be inferred that since every spectrum
sharing proposal is a separate proposal, which is specific to a spectrum
band and Licensed Service Area (LSA), the incremental SUC of 0.5%
applies to that particular spectrum band in the specified LSA.

2.8

Further, considering the fact that it is not possible to monitor quantum
of spectrum being shared at each site and segregate the AGR sitewise/area-wise, TRAI recommended that for the purpose of charging
SUC, it shall be considered that the licensees are sharing entire
spectrum holding in the particular band in entire LSA.

D. Cause for reference
2.9

In its reference dated 15th January 2020, DoT

mentioned receiving

representations that the incremental SUC rate of 0.5% should be
applied only to the particular spectrum band, which has been allowed
to be shared between the two licensees; and not on the entire spectrum
4

held by the licensees, since sharing is permitted in a particular band.
DoT has also forwarded copies of the representations along with its
reference. In the representations forwarded by DoT, the following
submissions have been made:
a)

Some of the offices of Controller of Communications Accounts
(CCAs) are incorrectly levying incremental 0.5% SUC rate on the
entire spectrum holding of the licensee and not on a particular
band for which spectrum sharing has been allowed.

b)

Incremental 0.5% SUC rate is applicable only on the particular
band for which sharing has been permitted and not on the other
spectrum holding.

c)

DoT vide para (2) of the spectrum-sharing guidelines dated 24th
September 2015 has allowed sharing of spectrum between two
service providers utilizing the spectrum in the same band. Further
in para (3) of these guidelines it has been specified that spectrum
sharing is not permitted when both the licensees are having
spectrum in different bands.

d)

As per para (12) of the spectrum-sharing guidelines dated 24th
September 2015 for the purpose of Spectrum Usage Charges (SUC)
it shall be considered that licensees are sharing their entire
spectrum holding in a particular band in the entire Licensed
Service Area, and SUC rate shall be increased to 0.5% of AGR.

e)

The combined reading of clauses (2), (3) and (12) makes it
absolutely clear that sharing of spectrum is permitted only in the
same band. Therefore, increase of SUC rate of the particular
spectrum band which has been allowed to be shared between two
licensees shall only increase by 0.5% of AGR, and not the other
spectrum bands held by the licensees.
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f)

In view of this, it is requested that a suitable clarification may
urgently be issued to all CCAs instructing that the SUC rate for
each of the licensee post sharing of spectrum shall increase by
0.5% of AGR for the particular band for which spectrum sharing
has been allowed and not on the weighted average SUC rate for the
entire spectrum holding of the licensees.

2.10

In view of the above, DoT has forwarded the representations and
requested TRAI to furnish its recommendations on (i) whether the
incremental 0.5% in SUC rate in cases of sharing of spectrum should be
applied only on the specific band in which sharing is taking place; or to
the overall Weighted Average Rate of SUC, which has been derived from
all bands and (ii) any other recommendations deemed fit for the
purpose.

2.11

Through its email dated 18th March 2020, DoT furnished the additional
information sought by TRAI, which inter alia, includes a sample
calculation sheet on the weighted average SUC rate applied post
sharing; wherein DoT has provided two scenarios, one where SUC rate
is incremented by 0.5% in a particular band while computing weighted
average SUC rate and in second scenario, the overall weighted average
SUC pre-sharing arrangement is incremented by 0.5%. Therefore, it can
be inferred that, within DoT, there is ambiguity on how SUC rate should
be incremented post sharing.

E. Prevailing spectrum usage charges
2.12

The prevailing rates of SUC vary with methodology of allotment of
spectrum, i.e. allotted administratively or through auction process. The
SUC rates vary for the same spectrum band allocated through different
auctions. The details are given below:
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a) For spectrum assigned administratively for Global System for Mobile
(GSM) service i.e. 900 MHz band and 1800 MHz band, following slabwise SUC rates are applicable:
Amount of GSM Spectrum

Spectrum charges
as a % of AGR

Up to 2 × 4.4 MHz

3%

Up to 2 × 6.2 MHz

4%

Up to 2 × 8.2 MHz

5%

Up to 2 × 10.2 MHz

6%

Up to 2 × 12.2 MHz

7%

Up to 2 × 15.2 MHz

8%

b) For spectrum assigned administratively for Code Division Multiple
Access (CDMA) service i.e. 800 MHz band, following slab-wise SUC
rates are applicable:
Amount of CDMA Spectrum

Spectrum charges
as a % of AGR

Up to 2 × 5.0 MHz

3%

Up to 2 × 6.25 MHz

4%

Up to 2 × 7.5 MHz

5%

Up to 2 × 10.0 MHz

6%

Up to 2 × 12.5 MHz

7%

Up to 2 × 15.0 MHz

8%

c) For 2100 MHz spectrum assigned through auction conducted in
2010, the prescribed rates of SUC as per NIA are (i) the spectrum
charge for the 3G spectrum shall be payable on total AGR of 2G and
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3G services taken together; (ii) slab rate for stand-alone 3G operators
shall be equal to the lowest slab rate, i.e. 3% of AGR.
d) For 2300 MHz spectrum assigned through auction conducted in the
year 2010, the NIA provided SUC rate of 1% of AGR from services
using this spectrum as annual spectrum charge. The same SUC rate
of

1%

was

also

applicable

on

2500

MHz

band

assigned

administratively to the Public Sector Undertaking (PSU) operators at
the market determined price of 2300 MHz band in 2010 auction.
e) For spectrum assigned through auction conducted in 2012 and 2013
in 800 MHz, 900 MHz, and 1800 MHz bands, the spectrum won
through the auction gets added to the existing spectrum holding
under the respective bands for determining the slab for SUC as per
(a) and (b) above.
f) For spectrum assigned through auction conducted in 2014 and 2015
in 800 MHz, 900 MHz, 1800 MHz, and 2100 MHz bands, applicable
SUC rate is 5%.
g) For spectrum assigned through auction conducted in 2016 in 800
MHz, 900 MHz, 1800 MHz, 2100 MHz, 2300 MHz, and 2500 MHz
bands, SUC rate of 3% is applicable.
2.13

In view of the above applicable differential SUC rates, weighted average
SUC (subject to a minimum of 3%) is applied to the overall AGR of the
Licensee for computation of SUC payable.

2.14

Keeping in view the complexities involved in determining the SUC for
various quantum of spectrum acquired through different methodologies,
the Authority in its recommendations dated 9th September 2013 had
recommended that SUC for all auctioned spectrum should be at a flat
rate of 3% of AGR of wireless services. However, DoT has not accepted
8

TRAI’s recommendation of a flat

SUC rate of 3% of AGR and

implemented the concept of weighted average vide letter dated 31st
October 2014.
2.15

As already discussed, TRAI recommended to increase the SUC rate for
the spectrum band being shared by 0.5% for both the licensees. When
TRAI gave its recommendations in 2014, the concept of weighted
average SUC was not prevalent, and was introduced on 31 st October
2014 vide DoT Order No. P-14010/01/2014-NTG. Subsequently, DoT
through its letter dated 27th April 2015 referred back many of the
recommendations for reconsideration of the Authority, which included
reconsideration of SUC to be applicable in case of sharing. TRAI, in its
response, reiterated its earlier recommendation.

2.16

In the intervening period, two more spectrum auctions were conducted,
one in2015 and the other in 2016. SUC rate for spectrum assigned
through auction held in 2015 was 5% and for spectrum auction held in
2016, it was 3%. Increasing number of differential rates for SUC
increases the complexities in computing the overall weighted average
SUC.

2.17

In 2018, the Authority had collected information on spectrum sharing
arrangements between the TSPs. The information submitted by TSPs
does not indicate encouraging participation of TSPs in spectrum
sharing. It showed that spectrum sharing has not picked up much and
mostly the sharing arrangements were made for certain clusters barring
a few cases, where sharing was being done for the whole LSA.

2.18

As per the existing guidelines, on entering into a spectrum sharing
arrangement, the SUC increases by 0.5% in the LSA where spectrum
sharing is taking place. In this regard, it may be worth examining the
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revenue trends and effect of SUC increment on TSP’s outgo. Table 1
shows the AGR of the TSPs (access service providers).
Table 1: AGR of the TSPs (access service providers)

2.19

Financial year

AGR (Rs. Crore)

2013–14

124,174.98

2014–15

138,566.22

2015–16

154,639.63

2016–17

155,314.06

2017–18

116,466.38

2018–19

103,479.29

The premise on which TRAI had recommended increase in SUC rate by
0.5% was that the pooling of spectrum would increase the spectrum
utilisation and additional capacity would generate more revenue.
However, there are two issues that need consideration:
(i)

The SUC is ideally an administrative charge, payable to the
Government

towards

the

administrative

cost

for

management of spectrum. As the TSPs are already paying
SUC for the spectrum allotted to them as a percentage of
AGR, the sharing of spectrum may not necessarily justify
additional SUC burden on them.
(ii)

The revenue earned by a TSP depends on many factors such
as competition, customer profile, affordability level, cost of
inputs, tariff, etc. In the last couple of years, the number of
access service providers have reduced from 7-13 to 4 in an
LSA. The overall AGR has also seen a reduction. However, an
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increment in SUC rate upon sharing of spectrum would
essentially result in increase in TSP’s outgo (through SUC
levy) irrespective of whether there is an increase in revenue
or not. It may be noted that if revenue of TSP(s) increases as
a result of sharing of spectrum, the existing SUC rate will
also result in increase in SUC payable, as the TSPs sharing
spectrum are already paying SUC as a percentage of AGR on
their respective spectrum holding. Further, if SUC rate is left
unchanged post sharing of spectrum, the TSPs would be
more willing to use spectrum sharing to improve their
network in areas having congestion and to also fix coverage
issues. Therefore, it may be necessary to revisit the
application and treatment of SUC post sharing of spectrum.
2.20

As already discussed, spectrum sharing has a potential to increase
coverage (due to lower cost) and mitigate congestion issues in the
network. For optimizing the cost of providing telecom services using
latest technologies, the telecom service providers across the world are
resorting to various kinds of sharing mechanism such as sharing of
infrastructure, network and spectrum,

etc. Regulators are also

promoting spectrum sharing by putting in place enabling policies to
facilitate spectrum sharing between operators.
2.21

In order to have policies that are future oriented and support
innovation, we must consider the advantage and necessity of spectrum
sharing in respect of the upcoming and newer technologies. World over,
5G technology is either launched or will be launched soon. To facilitate
the TSPs to launch 5G technology, the first requirement is availability of
spectrum. For success of 5G, infrastructure sharing is one of the key
requirements and spectrum sharing is not an exception. Therefore, to
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promote spectrum sharing, there is a need to examine the issues being
faced by the TSPs in entering into spectrum-sharing arrangements.
Issues for Consultation
Q1. Do you agree that as per the existing Spectrum-Sharing Guidelines
dated 24th September 2015, post sharing of spectrum, increment
of 0.5% on SUC rate should apply on the spectrum holding in
specific band in which sharing is taking place and not on the
entire spectrum holding (all bands) of the TSPs. Please justify your
answer.
Q2. Do you think that increment in SUC rate is a deterrent for TSPs in
entering into spectrum-sharing arrangements? Further, do you
also think that in order to facilitate the spectrum sharing, there
should not be any increment in SUC rate post sharing of
spectrum? Please justify your answer.
Q3. What

other

changes

are

required

in

the

Spectrum-Sharing

Guidelines to facilitate spectrum sharing? Please provide detailed
explanation and justification for your suggestions.
Q4. If there are any other issues/suggestions relevant to the subject,
stakeholders may submit the same with proper explanation and
justification.
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CHAPTER 3
ISSUES FOR CONSULTATION
Q1.

Do you agree that as per the existing Spectrum-Sharing Guidelines
dated 24th September 2015, post sharing of spectrum, increment of
0.5% on SUC rate should apply on the spectrum holding in specific
band in which sharing is taking place and not on the entire
spectrum holding (all bands) of the TSPs. Please justify your answer.

Q2.

Do you think that increment in SUC rate is a deterrent for TSPs in
entering into spectrum-sharing arrangements? Further, do you also
think that in order to facilitate the spectrum sharing, there should
not be any increment in SUC rate post sharing of spectrum? Please
justify your answer.

Q3.

What

other

changes

are

required

in

the

Spectrum-Sharing

Guidelines to facilitate spectrum sharing? Please provide detailed
explanation and justification for your suggestions.
Q4.

If there are any other issues/suggestions relevant to the subject,
stakeholders may submit the same with proper explanation and
justification.
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Annexure 1 (Chapter no. 1/Para no. 1.1)
DoT letter dated 15th January 2020
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Annexure 2 (Chapter no. 1/Para no. 1.2)
DoT email dated 18th March 2020

From: "Jitin Bansal" <jitin.bansal@gov.in>
To: "S T Abbas Advisor TRAI" <advmn@trai.gov.in>
Cc: "RAJEEV PRAKASH" <rajeev.prakash@nic.in>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 6:04:05 PM
Subject: DoT reference on Methodology of applying SUC under Weighted Average rate
in cases of Spectrum Sharing
Sir,
Please refer to your letter dated 103-1/2020-NSL-II and our telephonic conversations on
the DoT's reference on Methodology of applying Spectrum Usage Charges (SUC) under
the weighted average method of SUC assessment, in cases of Spectrum Sharing.
Accordingly, the required information is attached along with this mail:
1. The information on the spectrum sharing arrangements & quantum of spectrum
shared,
2. The DoT order for calculation of Weighted average SUC rate, and
3. A sample calculation sheet on the weighted average rate applied post sharing.
Thanks & Regards
Jitin Bansal
Director (Wireless Revenue)
Wireless Planning & Finance Wing
Dept. of Telecom, Ministry of Communications
Government of India
Room-1116, Cabin-10, Sanchar Bhawan,
20 Ashoka Road, New Delhi - 110001
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Sample calculation of weighted average SUC
rate applied post sharing
Assumptions:
1. TSP 1 & TSP 2 both hold auction acquired/ liberalized spectrum in the
800 MHz band in Delhi LSA.
2. TSP 1 & TSP 2 enter into a spectrum sharing agreement, post-approval
by DoT, in the 800 MHz band in Delhi LSA.
3. The present holdings and applicable SUC rates in Delhi LSA for the two
TSPs, before spectrum sharing, are as follows:
TSP 1
SNo.

Band

Quantum of Spectrum Held
(in MHz)

Rate

1

800 (Shared)

4

3%

2

900

5

4%

3

1800

6

5%

Weighted Average SUC Rate (WAR) before Spectrum Sharing:
WAR = 4 * 3% + 5 * 4% + 6 * 5%
(4 + 5 + 6)

= 4.1333 %

TSP 2
SNo
.

Band

Quantum of Spectrum Held
(in MHz)

Rate

1

800 (Shared)

5

5%

2

1800

3

4%

3

2100

3

3%

Weighted Average SUC Rate (WAR) before Spectrum Sharing:
WAR = 5 * 5% + 3 * 4% + 3 * 3%
(5 + 3 + 3)
40

= 4.1818 %

Calculation of Weighted Average SUC Rate Post Spectrum Sharing:
Scenario 1 - 0.5% additional SUC rate is applied only on the particular
band shared, i.e. 800 MHz

TSP 1
WAR post spectrum sharing = 4*3.5% + 5*4% + 6*5% = 4.2666 %
(4 + 5 + 6)

TSP 2
WAR post spectrum sharing = 5*5.5% + 3*4% + 3*3% = 4.4090 %
(5 + 3 + 3)

Scenario 2 - 0.5% additional SUC rate is applied on the overall weighted
average rate (WAR)

TSP 1
WAR post spectrum sharing = 4*3% + 5*4% + 6*5% + 0.5 % = 4.6333 %
(4 + 5 + 6)

TSP 2
WAR post spectrum sharing = 5*5% + 3*4% + 3*3% + 0.5% = 4.6818 %
(5 + 3 + 3)
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